
Air-conditioning energy used during daytime is stored as ice at 

night to drastically contribute to cutting electric power peaks.  

Further, the rated operation of the heat source equipment 

improves the efficiency for energy conservation, leading to 

upgrading of the durability of equipment. 

This is a micro turbine (28kW) with a high overall energy efficiency, which generates 

electric power using a city-gas-fired turbine, and at the same time its high temperature 

exhaust heat is used for cooling, heating and hot water supply. This system can be 

operated during daytime when the facility is at peak demand for heat and electricity.

Installed by Tokyo Gas Co. (monitor plant)

Monocrystalline silicon solar power generator modules (50kW) 

with high conversion efficiency are installed to conform to the 

roof configuration. An air layer is provided in the back of the 

generator panels to maintain high power-generation efficiency 

at all times.

Solar heat collection equipment is installed to follow the shape 

of the blind louvers on the roof. Water heated by sunlight is 

stored in the solar heat storage tank and is used for cooling 

and heating as well as hot water supply to the kitchen and 

accommodation.

Wind force is utilised to generate power, taking advantage of 

the characteristically strong winds in this area throughout the 

year. There are two types of fan-driven generators, namely a 

vertical axis linear blade type (1.5kW), which operates quietly, 

and a propeller type (0.4kW x 3), which is more compact. 

Light-weight monocrystalline silicon solar power generator 

modules (5kW) are attached to the light shielding louvers of the 

atrium top lights to provide light shielding and power generation 

at the same time. The louvers can be set to the optimal angle   

depending on the sunshine condition and season of the year.

This is a high-efficiency power storage system (25kW) equipped with a 

new type of battery, using sodium at the negative pole and sulfur at the 

positive pole. Power is stored at night and discharged during the daytime 

to contribute directly and significantly to reducing peak demand power.

Installed by Tokyo Electric Power Co. (experimental plant)

The building control system collects and analyses the amount of 

energy consumption measured in various systems. The in-house 

network displays the results. Individual users will easily be able to 

recognise the energy consumption and CO2 emissions of the facility, 

so that their environmental conservation consciousness is raised.
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Day: Natural energy and stored energy is used

IESS (Intelligent Energy Supply System)

To achieve substantial energy efficiency, a flexible mechanical skeleton is used 
which enables easy installation of the latest environmentally sound technologies. A 
centralised control system operates the various adopted technologies, monitoring the 
state of energy supply and consumption of the facility to maintain optimal operation.

The main feature of IESS is its energy storage system composed of a huge battery 
and heat storage. It stores energy during night using less expensive electricity, 
preparing for the daytime demand.
Energy from various sources, such as photo-voltaic panels, wind power generation 
and co-generation, is supplied during daytime to augment electricity for the battery 
stored at night. This may contribute to reducing the daytime electricity supply from 
off-site sources by approximately half. The trend to reduce purchased electricity 
seems to achieve a cut of over 60% during peak demand between 1P.M. and 4P.M. 
in the IGES building.  
IESS will not waste energy even when surplus electricity is generated by on-site 
power generation such as photo-voltaic and wind power, as it stores such energy 
temporarily and uses it efficiently.

The IGES building introduced sunlight shielding, heat insulation, use of renewable 
energy and IESS to reduce the primary energy consumption by more than one half of 
normal amounts and the carbon dioxide emission by approximately half.  
Furthermore, estimates show that the carbon dioxide emission of the building is 
expected to be reduced by 40% over its lifetime, if consideration is given to all energy 
saving measures, to the use of recycled materials such as blast furnace cement, and 
to the long lifetime of the building.
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Main Purpose :  Research facility (office)
Designer :  Nikken Sekkei Ltd.
Contractor :  Kajima Mitsui Koubai Consortium
Construction Period : Apr 2001 - Apr 2002
 
Building Outline
Zoning :  Urbanisation adjustment area, Scenic area, Shonan International village plan area
Site Area  :  20,974m2

Building Area :  4,404m2

Total Floor Area : 7,408m2

Floor Area : 6,991m2

Building Coverage 
Ratio : 20.99%
Floor Area Ratio : 33.33%
No. of Stories,Structure : Basement RC， 1F/2F steel frame 
Height : 14.9m
Ceiling Height : 2.7 to 3.4m
Parking Capacity : 54 cars
Elevators : Passenger x 13, cargo/passenger x 2
 
Finish
Roof : Asphalt waterproofing with cover concrete, partially planted
Atrium Roof : Coloured stainless steel sheet, partial solar power generator panel and double glazed 
  glass toplight (Low-e glass)
Exterior Wall : Exposed face concrete, partially chipped finish and aluminum spandrel, light shelf, 
  recycled wood vertical louvers
Sash : aluminum sash, silver alumite, air flow window (2F Project room), natural ventilation
Office 
(Project rooms, etc.)  Floor/tile carpet (recycled nylon, recycled regenerated material backer), OA floor (waste 
  materials used) Wall/gypsum board, painted and partially natural wood, veneered
  Ceiling/rock wool acoustic tile
Atrium : Floor/tile regenerated from glass
  Wall/exposed face concrete, chipped finish and gypsum board, painted
  Ceiling/rock wool acoustic tile
Lobby : Floor/flooring (cork backing), OA floor (waste materials used)
  Wall/gypsum board, painted
  Ceiling/rock wool acoustic tile
Accommodation Room : Floor/cork tile 
  Wall/”Kozo” Japanese paper, partially exposed face concrete
  Ceiling/gypsum board painted
Toilet Booth : Regenerated wood (made of strained soybean husks)
Window Stool : Rubber free laminated wood
Exterior Floor : Floor/tile regenerated from glass
Exterior Bench : Recycled wood
 　
M/E Facilities Outline
Electrical Facility
･ 6.6KV power receiving, standby diesel engine generator: 180kVA
･ Solar power generator: 50+5kW
･ Wind force power generator
   Vertical axis linear blade type: 1.5kW x 1; propeller type: 0.4kW x 3
･ Micro gas turbine type normal-duty power generator: 28kW (Tokyo Gas Co. monitor plant)
･ NaS power storage facility: 25kW (Tokyo Electric Power Co. experimental plant)
･ High-efficiency Hf type lighting fixtures (photo-sensor/human-sensor automatic control)
Air-conditioning Facility
･ Ice-heat-storage-type air-heat-source heat-pump chiller: 264kW (heat storage per day: 7,741 MJ)
･ Solar heat and micro gas-turbine exhaust-heat-introduced gas-fired absorption type chilled water/hot water unit: 
   350 kW; vacuum hot water heater: 116 kW
･ Solar heat and underground heat utilisation type, outdoor air handling unit + individual dispersed type 
   air-conditioner and fan-coil unit
･ Floor outlet air-conditioning type (2F project rooms)
･ Floor cooling and heating type (atrium)
･ Central monitor/automatic control facility and building energy control facility (in-building information system)
Plumbing
･ Wooden water reservoir (11m3), 2 separate portable and non-potable water pressure supply systems; stainless 
   steel water supply piping
･ Non-potable hot water supply utilising solar heat and micro gas turbine exhaust heat; stainless steel hot water 
   supply piping
･ Rainwater use and air-conditioner drainage water re-use facility (for watercloset flushing)
･ Sewerage and misc. drainage mixed and rainwater separated type
Fire-fighting Facility
･ Sprinklers (B1), indoor hydrants, fire water tank
 
Kanagawa Prefecture rents this building from the Housing Supply Corporation of Kanagawa and generously 
invites Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES) to use the building.

Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES)

2108-11, Kamiyamaguchi, Hayama, Kanagawa, Japan 240-0115
TEL: +81-(0)46-855-3700 / FAX: +81-(0)46-855-3709
e-mail: iges@iges.or.jp / URL: http://www.iges.or.jp

*1, *2, *3 photo by Kokyu Miwa architectural photograph laboratory
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The configuration of the Institute for Global Environmental Strategies 
Research Facility, which stretches out westward in a large arc, was born 
from the design concept originating in the philosophy of co-existence with 
the “Environment”. It skillfully invites in natural light and wind while making 
the most of he natural characteristics of the area filled with greenery and a 
fine view.

This research facility was created as the result of an attempt to create a 
convenient and comfortable space where people can gather together and 
think. Limited amounts of artificial energy are used as effectively as possible, 
and by valuing and utilising the blessings of nature, it inherits a concept that 
our architecture has cultivated traditionally from ancient times. For such 
purpose, a large “vocabulary” of traditional architecture was installed after 
being “interpreted” by a new “grammar” constructed of the materials and 
techniques available today which minimize the load on the environment.  
Further, some devices were introduced that are able to store the gifts of 
nature which are not immediately needed so that they can be discharged 
when needed and used effectively together with artificial energy.

The Institute for Global Environmental Strategies Research Facility was 
given two different complexions, depending on the bearing. Its west facade 
slowly curves, and as its facade position is higher, it stretches further 
outwards. Its east facade is covered with double glazing and looks simple.  
Research rooms face the west side commanding a good view. The large 
eaves, light shelf and vertical louvers shield the uncomfortable strong 
sunlight from the west and allow only comfortable light into the rooms. There 
is a high ceiling space, three stories high, on the east side of the building, 
inviting mild skylight into the place where people coming to this facility meet 
each other. This tall open space also works as a chimney for natural 
ventilation.

Inside and outside the building, the operating conditions of the building are 
always changing, depending on the environment and mode of use, and 
these conditions are constantly monitored with various sensors, gauges and 
meters. Information thus obtained is processed into easy-to-understand 
indicators and then is presented to users through an intranet so that the 
relation between “human”, “architecture” and “environment” is continuously 
shown in real-time.

NIKKEN SEKKEI / RYO TOGASHI

A Design inspired by the Environment

Oblique ceiling:
Research room takes in light from 
both sides including the corridor side 
and has an oblique ceiling to allow light 
to penetrate to the depth of the room 

Light shelf and vertical 
louvers:
Shaped to effectively 
shield out direct sunlight 
and invite comfortable 
light into the room

Airflow window: 
Shields sun-produced 
heat coming from the 
west side

Solar heat collector:
Utilises hot water obtained 
through solar heat collection for 
hot water supply and heating

Natural ventilation using atrium

Solar light power generator panel:
Shaped to follow the roof inclination to 
allow for easy repair and replacement

Large-capacity trench:
Provides M/E piping and wiring trenches with 
large enough capacity to accommodate 
future M/E renewal

Atrium is normally not air-conditioned 
so comfort is maintained by radiation 
cooling and heating from the floor

Top light:
Intercepts heat and invites in 
light only. Uses Low-e double 
glazed glass

Solar louvers:
Light-shielding movable 
louvers to which solar cells 
are attached

1F/2F Steel structure

TEMP

Cool/ heat trench to utilise 
underground temperature

Mechanical wall:
Houses M/E equipment and allows 
easy maintenance with the upper 
section playing the role of a light 
shelf at the same time

Provides RC concrete cover of sufficient 
thickness to increase durability

Atrium beams and 
columns finished 
using lumber from 
forest thinning which 
is attached to the 
structural steel

Long-span for flexible use

BF      Reinforced concrete
           construction

Light shield louvers:
Shaped effectively to 
intercept direct sunlight 
to the atrium

Surface heat recovery: 
Lets the heat at the back 
of the roof escape in 
summer and conducts 
the heat to lower stories 
to be used for heating in 
winter

Simulation of airflow and temperature distribution inside and outside the atrium
The entire facility has natural ventilation via the atrium using a suction effect 
caused by the prevailing wind from the west of the site and the building 
section configuration. The wedge-shaped arrows on the simulation chart 
represent the air direction and magnitude and the colours show the air 
temperature distribution. Providing sufficient space for heat pooling prevents 
the interior temperature of the atrium, which rises due to sunlight, from 
reaching the inhabited space below

12.8m

Project room

Long-span research room to allow flexible use

Angled ceiling:　
Natural light reaches the 
other side of the room

Floor outlet air-conditioning:　
Occupied rooms can be air-conditioned efficiently 
with operation controls to suit the purpose of the room

Two-side light 
introduction:　
Natural light from 
top-lights is also 
introduced by way 
of the atrium.

Mechanical wall:
Houses M/E equipment 
and allows easy 
maintenance with the 
upper section playing 
the role of light shelf 
at the same time

A structure conforming to the 
form of the ceiling with the use 
of tensioned chord beams

Lighting control system 
using illuminant sensor

Heating radiation Air conditionar

Solar louvers

The prevailing wind

Natural ventilation using atrium

Cooling radiation

Spring and Fall:  Actively introduces outdoor 
air  and  uses wind force ventilation created 
by the suction effect of the prevailing wind in 
conjunction with gravity ventilation created by 
the outdoor-indoor temperature difference

Summer:  Lets the heat at the back of the roof 
escape in summer, reduces daytime cooling 
load by night purging. (cooling of building by 
nighttime outdoor air introduction)
Winter:  Conducts the heat to lower stories to 
be used for heating 

Heat
pool space

Ground Heat 

Ground Heat 

outside air

outside air

Air conditioner

Cool heat trench
Outdoor air brought in for air-conditioning is conducted to the trench and used after 
being pre-cooled by a constant underground temperature in summer, and pre-heated 
in winter.

Eco-materials
Many finishes throughout the building are made from warm touch materials such as 
cork and rubber tree wood as well as recycled wood made from wood powder for 
enhanced durability. These are all reproduced from wood products that were once 
treated as waste. The machine room water tank is made of American white cedar 
boards. It is easy to repair and can be recycled. The wood is produced in a well 
managed forest in Canada. Additionally, recycled materials such as renewed tiles 
and tile carpet as well as re-usable materials are widely used. Zero ODP (ozone 
depilating potential) coolant, HFC134a, is used for air-conditioners, and interior 
work materials, adhesives and paints which emit minimal detrimental air-
contaminating chemicals such as formaldehyde and VOCs (volatile organic 
compounds) are used. During construction, mixed waste materials were reduced by 
about 30% through segregation and recycling.

Rubber tree laminated wood (Window stool) Recycled wood (Vertical louvers) 

Tile regenerated from glass (Atrium) Wooden water tank (Machinery room)*2

*3

Roof greening
Planting a large area of the flat roof to 
cool the building through the effects 
of heat-insulation and summertime 
evaporation.
5 types of seed of are sown for roof 
greening so that the plant which is 
most suited to the environment will 

flourish naturally.


